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Statement of Significance: The Blean
Extent of area:

Landscape character
context

The distinct Blean Woods LLD in the east of Swale extends to the boundary
of Canterbury District to the east (to meet their AHLV designation). The
Blean is located on an area of elevated topography of London clay and
gravel drift deposits. The heavy clay soils support one of the largest areas of
continuous semi-natural woodland in south east England. It is divided east
west by the A2, partially in cutting.
33: Blean Woods West (all).

The Blean is a highly distinctive and unique wooded landscape in Swale. The strong sense of place is
created by the large and continuous belts of woodland on elevated ground, that provide containment
and a backdrop in the eastern part of the borough. It is part of one of the most extensive semi-natural
woodland complexes in south east England supporting habitats of national and international value.
Much of the area is owned by conservation bodies including the RSPB and Woodland Trust and provides
an important recreation resource.

Qualities
•

Extensive and continuous belts of semi-natural woodland, much of ancient origin, linking to the
wider Blean area beyond the borough boundary.

•

Prominent steep, elevated wooded backdrop to lower lying land in the eastern part of Swale District,
providing a strong sense of containment and enclosure.

•

Grazed pasture with mature standing oak trees creates a ‘parkland’ landscape in some areas
between blocks of woodland, as well as more open areas of farmland.

•

A strong sense of tranquillity and relative remoteness created by the continuous expanse of
woodland and absence of development. Much of the area is only accessible by foot.

•

Woodland dissected by the A2 with local visual and audible impacts although largely contained in
cutting, and maintaining sense of continuous wooded cover.

•

Absence of settlement other than occasional roadside dwellings within woodland or farms in more
open areas cleared for arable farming, plus the small linear settlement of Dunkirk.

•

Varied woodland habitats of national and international importance, supporting notable species such
as the rare heath fritillary butterfly and woodland birds including nightingales.

•

Historic interests of this area include the evidence of different management techniques within the
ancient semi-natural woodland including hedge banks and hornbeam and chestnut coppice.

•

A World War II Chain Home Radar Station (Scheduled Monument) is located at Dunkirk.

•

Extensive opportunities for access and informal recreation including the Woodland Trust site at
Victory Wood and the Blean Woods National Nature Reserve (RSPB).

•

Relatively limited road access into the area maintaining ‘hidden’ remote quality.
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Criteria

Summary

Local distinctiveness
and sense of place

A very distinct sense of place is created by the large and continuous belts of
deciduous woodland on elevated ground. The Blean forms a prominent
wooded backdrop to the lower lying land in the eastern part of Swale and
offers a strong sense of containment and enclosure within the area. The
extensive deciduous woodland blocks are divided by areas of farmland as at
Courtenay Farm, Bossenden Farm and Forester’s Lodge Farm - some
intensively managed and some with areas of grazed pasture and mature
trees creating a parkland type landscape. It is a highly distinctive and
unique wooded landscape within Swale.

Landscape quality
(condition and
intactness)

A landscape in good condition evidenced by active management/coppicing of
woodlands and well-managed farmland. There are some minor detracting
features including more open arable farmland south of the A2, prominent
mast at Dunkirk, and a small wind turbine but these are not intrusive.
Although the A2 dissects the area with local visual and audible impacts, the
road is well contained within the wooded landscape. The area has strong
ecological integrity.

Scenic qualities

A strong sense of tranquillity and relative remoteness/insularity created by
the continuous expanses of woodland linked to the wider Blean Woods
complex extending beyond the Borough boundary. Much of the area is only
accessible on foot with just two minor rural lanes (apart from the A2), with
limited built development and consequently very dark skies In more open
elevated areas e.g. along Courtney Road, long views to the Thames Estuary
provide a contrasting scenic quality to the densely wooded landscape.

Landscape values

The area is highly valued for recreation; with sites including the Woodland
Trust site at Victory Wood providing walking trails and open access land and
the Blean National Nature Reserve (RSPB), plus an extensive rights of way
network.
Denstroude valley is particularly noted for its wildlife habitats, built heritage
(including pill boxes) and scenic quality of open farmland set between the
wooded hills.

Natural and cultural
attributes/
associations

The area is part of one of the most extensive semi-natural woodland
complexes in south east England containing many varied habitats of national
and international importance including part of Blean SSSI and NNR, and the
Blean Wood Complex SAC. Woodland and heathland habitats support the
rare heath fritillary butterfly and woodland birds including nightingales. The
landscape provides a living record of past woodland management practices,
with historic features including hedgebanks and extant coppice. Features of
historic interest in addition to the ancient woodland include a Scheduled
Monument: World War II Chain Home Radar Station and a number of Grade
II listed buildings.

Requirements

The key requirement is to continue to manage the woodland to conserve and
enhance its identified qualities and maintain the relative absence of
development, rich biodiversity and remote qualities.
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